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An increasing sequence of natural numbers A = (a,) (finite or infinite) is called 
Bb[g] if every n E N can be written in at most g ways as a sum of h (h B 2) 
elements of A. Fh(n, g) is the cardinality of the largest Bh[ g] sequence in { 1, . . . . n}. 
A well-known question asks for bounds on F,,(n, g) (see H. Halberstam and 
K. Roth, Sequences, Oxford Univ. Press, London/New York, 1966). We obtain 
bounds on F&i, g) in three different ways (using Banach space theory, using 
estimates on trigonometrical sums, and by using a gap theorem for primes). In 
turn these bounds on F&t, g) yield some very partial answers to a generalization 
of a question of Bose and Chowla and of a generalization of a question of P. Erdos 
and P. Turan [J. London Math. Sot. 16 (1941), 212-2151. Bose and Chowla’s 
question is: given natural numbers a, ia2 . . <a,<6n3 (for some 0~6 <: 1) does 
there exist a n,(6) E N such that for n > n,(6) there is a duplication among the sums 
a, + aj + ak (i 4 i C k)? ErdGs and Turan’s question is: if A = (a,)?=, is an increasing 
sequence of natural numbers with ak < c/c2 for some c > 0 and all k, is it true that 
G R(n, A) = fm (where R(n, A) is the number of ways of writing n as a sum of 
two elements of A)? 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to give upper bounds on the maximum car- 
dinality of B,,[ g] sequences (for a definition, see below) in { 1, . . . . PZ>. These 
estimates are then used to give some results, which are for the most part 
generalizations of known results, to a well-known question of Erdos and 
Turan and also a related question of Bose and Chowla. We briefly describe 
the contents of this paper and also describe some previous results in this 
direction. 
First we describe some notation which is to be used throughout this 
paper. Other notation will be introduced locally as needed. In the following 
we shall be dealing exclusively with increasing sequences of positive 
integers (which may be finite or infinite). The letter A is reserved for such 
a sequence. Now given an A, 2 bh EN and n E N, where as usual 
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N= (0, 1,2, . ..}. denote by r,(n, A) the number of representations of n of 
the following type: 
n=a,,+ ... +ajh, with j,< ... <jh,aj,EAforalli. (1.1) 
Recall that a sequence A is Bti[ g] if rh(n, A) < g for all n E N, for some 
1 ,< gE N. Denote by F,,(n, g) the cardinality of a BJgJ sequence 
contained in { 1, . . . . n> whose cardinality is maximal among those B,,[ g J 
sequences which are contained in (1, . . . . n}. Denote F,(n, 1) by F,(n) and 
call a Bh[ 1 ] sequence a B, sequence. 
The main theorem we obtain on the growth of F,(n, g) is the following 
upper bound: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let h, gE N with h 2 2, g 2 1. Then we have 
This theorem constitutes the bulk of Section 3 and is obtained via some 
estimates on the norms of trigonometrical sums. A similar but weaker 
upper bound on F,,(n, g) is obtained in Section 2, via the “local theory” of 
Banach spaces. While the estimates here are not as good as those that are 
obtained from the exponential sum approach, they nevertheless serve as 
motivation for the proof in Section 3. In Section 4 we obtain another upper 
bound on F,,(n, g) using a result about gaps of consecutive primes. The 
proof of this upper bound is probably the simplest of the proofs of the 
upper bounds obtained on F,(n, g). However, the estimate obtained in 
Section 4 for F,,(n, g) is only effective for large values of n. Moreover, the 
exponential sum approach in Section 3 is self contained. The proof of the 
estimate on Fh(n, g) in Section 4, does require a simple application of the 
prime number theorem and of a theorem of Bose and Chowla. 
The upper bounds that are obtained on F,,(n, g) are used in turn to give 
some partial answers to some other questions. Erdiis and Turan [S] asked, 
given a B,[ g] sequence A = (ak)Fs, for some g >, 1, do we have that given 
c> 0, there exists an n for which a,,2 cn’? A positive solution of this 
problem would also solve a conjecture of theirs stating that if r2(n, A) > 0 
for all sufficiently large n, then i6 r2(n, A) = +co. We prove the following 
result which is a generalization of some known results (see [9]): 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A = (a,):= 1 be a Bh[ g] sequence. Then we have that 
(a) lim(a,/d) > 0. 
(b) Given c >O and any d(n) which goes to + co (as n + +xJ), 
a, > c(nh/Nn)) for infinitely many n. 
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Another question we consider is the following generalization of a 
question of Bose and Chowla: Given a, < . . . < a,, < 6nh, Ui E N for all i < n, 
6 > 0, h 2 2, g > 1, can you give a value & = 6,( g, h) such that if 6 < &, 
then there is a n,(6) such that for n 2 n,(6) more than g of the sums, 
uj,+ ‘.. +uj*, JIG ... < j,, are the same? Bose and Chowla conjectured 
that for h = 3 and g = 1, one may take &, = 1 (communicated to us by 
P. Erdijs). Some very partial answers to the generalized Bose-Chowla 
question are in Sections 3 and 4. 
We recall some of the previous results obtained on estimating F,(n, g). 
Erdiis and Turan [S], motivated by some work of Sidon (see [16, 17]), 
got an estimate for F,(n). They showed that F,(n) < n”* + O(n’14). In 1944 
Erdiis [4] and Chowla [3] (independently) showed &I n-‘12F2(n) B 1 
using a theorem of Singer [I 18-J; so in fact lim n - “‘F2(n) = 1. Next it was 
shown by Bose and Chowla [2] that !&I n-lib F,(n) >/ 1 for any 2 < h E N. 
B. Lindstrom [ 13 3 gave a different method of estimating F,(n) and in [ 141 
he got an estimate for F,(n). His results are 
F,(n) < n112 + .‘I4 + 1 and F,(n) $ (8n)‘j4 + O(n’ls). 
Finally, we mention some other notation which will be useful in the 
sequel. Denote by R,(n, A) the number of distinct representations of n in 
(1.1) where no ordering is imposed on the ji. So for a Bh[ g] sequence A, 
R,(n, A) < h!g since R,(n, A) < h!r,(n, A) for all n. Final1 for measurable 
functions f, g: S’ G- + C denote by (f, g> = 1/2n jPf(eie) g(e’ ) d0 provided 
the integral exists. We refer to [9] for standard fact about Bh[ g] sequen- 
ces and to [19] for the harmonic analysis aspects and any unexplained 
notation. 
2. ESTIMATES IN F,,(n, g) USING LOCAL THEORY 
We recall some further notation which will be used only in this section 
1; (for 1 <p < +oo and n EN) is R” (or C”) with the norm 
II(xi [( = (XI= 1 (xi1 P)‘@ (whether it is R” or C” will be clear from the 
context). For Banach spaces X, Y we write Xci K Y (for some 0 < K < co) if 
there exists an isomorphic embedding, T: X + Y such that () TII I( T-’ I( < K. 
Finally for Z = (x, , . . . . x, ) c X denote by [x, , . . . . x,]~ the linear span of Z 
(note that Z is a closed subspace of X with respect to the norm topology 
of X). Other unexplained notation may be found in [ 111. 
To prove the theorem in this section we shall require two lemmas. 
The first lemma shows the connection between Bh[g] sequences and 
embeddings of some finite dimensional spaces. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A = {n,, ..,, nk} be a B,,[ g] sequence. Then 
[e’““, . . . . einkf]L2(sl) c (h! g)‘Jh + [e iqf , . . . . eink’]Lah(S,). 
Proof: Let (ai);= i E Ck and set f(eie) = c,“=, ajei@. 
Then we have that 
fh(eie) = C C ai, . . . ajh eime. 
t7l ?2,1 + + ?Sjh = t73 
Since we have that 
",, + + ?a,, = m  
(2.1) 
where (a,$ - -- 1 iAl c2* is chosen so as to maximize the products within the sum 
(2.1), it follows that 
the inequality being true because the products lazl a.’ (a$1 change with m. 
Since A is a B,[g] sequence we have that sup, Rh(m, A) < h! g. Since 
we clearly have llfll 2h 2 llfll 2 and the above inequalities show that 
l/j-l/2,, < (h! g)“* IIj-l12, it fdoWS that 
[e irqt , . . . . eink’]L2(Sl) c 
(h! g)‘” 
* [e 
inlr 
, . . . . eink’]Ly(Sl). 1 
The next lemma that we shall use is a theorem of Marcinkiewicz and 
Zygmund (see [15, 191). Reformulating it to correspond to the above 
notation we have that 
LEMMA 2.2. [e”, . . . . ein’]4(Sr) G 41” for any nEN and 1 xqcco, where 
K4 is a constant which only depends 0; q. K4 + 03 as q + 00 or as q + 1. 
We may now prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.3. F,(n, g) 6 Ghh1/2h(h!)2’hg2’hn”h. 
The conclusion of the above theorem can be strengthened, as will be seen 
in subsequent sections. We will strengthen the conclusion by getting better 
constants involving g and h in front of n ‘lh It should be pointed out that . 
with essentially the same proof of Theorem 2.3 as given below, the 
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statement of Theorem 2.3 can be improved to the extent that KZh can be 
replaced by a constant not depending on h. It is presented in the above 
form to avoid certain complications, which are left to the remarks. 
Proof (of Theorem 2.3). Fix n E N, 2 <h E N, 1 < g EN. Choose 
A E { 1, . ..) fl} with the cardinality of A being F,(n, g). Let A = {n,, . . . . nk) 
and set p = 2h. Certainly we may say that [e”“‘, . . . . ei”k’]l,(sl) is 
isometrically isomorphic to 1: (since (eiq’}ik,, are orthogonal to each 
other). Now we have a canonical embedding 
[e in1r , . . . . einar] Lp(s~) c1 [eir, . . . . ein’lLpcSt,. 
It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that I”, 4 Kp(h!g)“h 1;. The rest of the 
argument may be completed using well-known arguments in the local 
theory of Banach spaces (for instance, see [ 1 ] or [6]). 
We may choose operators T: 1; --+ I; and T-’ : T(lt) + 15 such that 
IIT-‘(I = 1 and )IT)( <K,(h!g) . ‘lh It follows that for any choice of scalars 
(A,):, , E Ck we have that 
where uj=(tj,,, tj,2, . . . . tj,,), j=l, . . . . k are vectors in 1; so that uj = Tej 
where (ei)T= I is the unit vector basis of 1: (i.e., ej(i) = a,, i, j= 1, . . . . k and 6 
is the Kronecker 6). Let r/(t) be the Rademacher functions on [0, 11 (i.e., 
rj( t ) = sign sin 2 j+ ‘at). Recall Khinchin’s inequality which says that 
where (ai);= I E C” and 0 < A,, BP < co and are independent of n. Moreover 
4AP/2) . ‘I* Now for each fixed t E [0, l] by (2.2), we have 
By integrating this last inequality with respect to t ,  we get 
1n k 
kp’* < 
I x/z O i=l j=l 
rj(t) tj,i ’ dt 
G Bp ,jY, ($, itLi12)*i2 
(2.3) 
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Now by a duality argument it follows that 
( ) 
it, lfj,i12 1’2 G Kp(h! g)l’h, for i= 1, . . . . n. 
To see this compute T*: 1; + 1: (where T* is the adjoint of T and 
l/p + l/q = 1 via the usual duality). For x* E 1; and y E 1: we have 
(T*x*)( y) =x*( Ty), in particular with x* = e”,(e”,(j) = 6,, j= 1, . . . . n) and 
y = cj=, yjej we have 
T*x*(y)=PJTy)=Z, i y.Te. =P. i y.u. = i yjtj,i. 
(j-1 ’ ‘1 ‘(j=l “1 j=l 
SO T*e”i=(tj,i)f=,Elz. NOW 
So in (2.3) we get 
Thus, k < h1’2hK$h( g(h!))‘/” n’lh and so F,(n, g) = card A = k < 
/,‘/2hK;, g*/h(h!)*/h n’/” which concludes the argument. 1 
Remark 2.4. The constant K2h which goes to + cc as h goes to + 03 
may actually be replaced by a uniform constant c. This is because in 
Lemma 2.2 we can have [e”, . . . . ein’lL Csl) 4c I? + *. Since in the next section 
we obtain much better estimates, eve; after taking into account this fact in 
the above proof, we do not pursue it. 
Remark 2.5. The following was pointed out to us by W. B. Johnson: 
Let k = F,(n, g), p = 2h. Define by 
y;(2:)=inf(/)AII ))B)l ) A: ll;+l;, B:i;-,l:, BA=I=identityonf$). 
Using a variation of the idea of the above proof it is not hard to see 
that y;(l$) < c(g, h) where c(g, h) is a function of g and h (and may be 
determined explicitly). On the other hand it is a known consequence 
of a theorem of Grothendieck (see [7, 8, 123) that y;(l~)~c’k”2/n”P 
(where c’ is possible to estimate). This gives the estimate k = F,,(n, g) < 
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(ck, W2/c”) . g n’lh A ain after explicit computations are done one does not 
get as good an estimate as in the next section, accordingly we do not 
pursue this estimate. 
3. ESTIMATES ON f'Jn,g) USING TRICKINOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we obtain sharper estimates on F,,(n, g) than those in 
the previous section. In the previous section k = F,(n, g) was estimated by 
calculating how large k could be so that 15 could be “nicely” embedded in 
f;. In particular we used [e”, . . . . ein’]L4(So 4Kp Z; (see Lemma 2.2). While it 
IS natural to use this embedding from the point of view of the local theory 
of Banach spaces it is more advantageous to deal directly with 
[e”, . . . . ei”‘]L,CS,) (and so the proof that follows is motivated by a careful 
examination of the proofs in the previous section and also by some other 
well-known ideas in harmonic analysis). We need some trivial com- 
putational lemmas first. The reader who is so inclined may skip directly to 
the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Let m >, 1, N>, 1; m, NE N. Let K,,(e’@) = C;c +,,J 1 - jnl/mN) einH be 
the usual Fejer kernel. Since K,, > 0, IlK,,J\ L,Csl, = &,,,(O) = 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. jJK,,JJ&)= (2m2N2 + 1)/3mN. 
Prove. We have that 
(by Parseval’s Theorem) 
An application of the identities C,“= 1 n = M(M + 1)/2 and C,“=, n* = 
M( M + 1 )( 2M + 1)/6 finishes the computation. a 
LEMMA 3.2. For 1 -K p < 2, IIK,,+,[I Lpcs~J Q ((2mZN2 + 1)/3mN)“q where 
l/p + l/q = 1 as usual. 
Proof: If q = 2/q then l/p = (1 - q)/l + q/2, so by Holder’s inequality we 
have that 
= IlfLvll~~S~) = 
(2mfV$t 1)“’ 
by Lemma 3.1. 1 
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Notice that the next lemma takes the place of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose A = (n 1, . . . . nk ) is a B,,[ g] sequence and assume 
as usual that n,<n,< -0. <n,. Denote by P,(eie)=xjGkeinp. Then 
II~~Ilt~~~~~~~~~~ll.P~lI~~~~~~~ 
Proof. We have that 
R,,(n, A) eine. 
It follows that 
Rh(n,--f)>O I?h(n.A)>O 
Let B={nlr,(n,A)>O} and for each ncB define by d(n)= 
{(a l,...,ak)(n=alnl+ ‘-’ +aknk, Cf= 1 ai= h, ai EN}. Notice that 
I&n)1 = rh(n, A) and if n # m then 4(n) n &m) = 4. So we have that 
c R,Jn,A)* i h! g c Rh(n, A) 
Rh(n,A)>O ?ZEB 
=h!g C C a,!!!,,! 
neB t+(n) 
=h!g c 
h! 
al!“‘ak. I n,+ ... +ok=h 
= h! gkh = h! g((P,J&. 
So llP,ll~h,,,~,~~~~II~allZ:cs~,~ I
We may now prove Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let h, g E N with h 3 2, g > 1. Then we have 
Proof Choose AE { 1, . . . . n> such that card A=Fh(n, g). Let 
A = {n,, . . . . nk). Let I= [(n+ 1)/2] ( w  h ere [x] = greatest integer in x) and 
e 
set R,,,,(eie) = etieK,,(eie). Note that for 1 <j< n, K,,,,(j) >, 1 - 1/2m. It 
follows that if we set P,(eie) = zjGk e’“@ then 
(PA, &,,) = c &,Jj)>k(l- 1/2m). 
jck 
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On the other hand we have that 
1 1 
where -+-= 
2h (2h)* l 
< ( g(h!))“2h lIPAIl &(S’) IIKmlII L,zJ&).(S’) (by Lemma 3.3) 
d&Y 1/2~(/4’/2h~W 
(‘rnxn+ l)‘12h 
(by Lemma 3.2). 
So g1i2(h!)1/2hk’/2((2m2n2 + 1)/3mn)1’2h 2 k(1 - 1/2m). Therefore, 
F,(n, g) = k < gllh(h!)llh (&)‘(2m;n+ yh 
= 4g”h(h!)“h (2mn’ + 1/m)1’2h ’ 
( 3n)‘lh > 2-l/m ’ 
Since m was arbitrary the result follows. 1 
Remark 3.5. It is reasonable to think that the de la Vallee Poussin 
kernel would give better results than the Fejer kernel since for the 
kernel Vmn = (m + 1) K,, + , ),,, - mK,,,“, V,,. f approximates a function f 
by having the same Fourier coefhcients as f over a prescribed interval 
(indeed this was the way the proof was originally done). However, it is 
easy to check that using I/,,,,, gives the result 
F,(n, g) 6 hf, (2m + 1)2-2’hg’lh(h!)1’h 
( 
(6m+2)n2+1 ‘jh 
3n > 
and that this result is worse than that in Theorem 3.4. 
Remark 3.6. If A is an infinite B,[g] sequence then note that 
A(n) = card(d n { 1, . . . . n} ) 6 F,,(n, g) and so Theorem 3.4 gives an estimate 
for .4(n). Of course this is not particularly effective, 
The estimate in Theorem 3.4 easily gives a partial answer to the follow- 
ing problem which is more general than the Bose-Chowla problem: Given 
a,~a,~~~~a,~6nh,ai~Nforalli~n,6~0,2~h~Nand1~g~N,can 
you give a value 6 0 = 6,( g, h) such that if 6 < 6, (6 as above) then there is a 
n,(S) E N such that for n > n,(6) more than g of the sums, uj, + . . . + ujh, 
j,< .., < j,, are the same? Theorem 3.7 gives a value for 6,. 
THEOREM 3.7. Given g, h E N, g > 1, h 2 2, and uI < *. . < a, with Ui E N 
for all i < n we have that there exists 6, = a,,( g, h) such that for 6 < 6, with 
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a,, < 6nh there exists n,(d)EN such that for n > no(d) more than g of the 
sums ai, + ..- + ajh, jl d ‘.. < j, are the same. We may take 
1 *,2- (2 - l/(h + 1))2h 
2 4hg(h!) h+l ’ 
ProoJ For rnE:N set q(m)=4”g(h!)/m+4hg(h!)(2m), A(m)=4”+‘Gmg(h!) 
and z(m) = 36(2 - l/m)2h - 4hg(h!)(2md2). Note that z(m) > 0 is equivalent 
to 6x6, where b, is defined by 6, = (3/2)( 1/4hg(h!)m)(2 - l/m)2h. 
Now suppose a, < ... <a, < 6nh for some 6 < 6, and no more than g 
of the sums ai,+ a.. +ajh, j,< ... <j,, are the same, no matter how 
big n is. Then r,(k, A) < g for all k E N for A = (ai);, , . It follows that 
Fh([8nh] + 1, g)>n. However, it is the case that 
Fh([an*l + 1, g) < 
4g”h(h!)1’h (2m( [dnh] + I)’ + l/m)‘lh 
3’lh( [Gnh] + l)‘lh (2 - l/m)’ 
~ 4g’ih(h!)“h (2m(6nh + 1)2 + l/m)“” 
3 W d’lhn (2 - l/m)’ 
= (*I (by definition). 
Now it is easily checked that (*) <n is equivalent to q(m) < n2”r(m) - 
nh2(m). This last inequality is certainly true if n>max((2q(m)/z(m))1’2h, 
(2A(m)/z(m))“h) = N (by definition). So for n > iV, Fh( [&zh] + 1, g) <n. 
This contradiction shows that 6, works as a choice for 6,, in the statement 
of Theorem 3.7. Since m was arbitrary, we may in fact take S, = sup,,, 6,. 
Since min, a 1 (n’lth/(2 - l/n)) = (h + l)1’2h/(2 - l/(h + 1)) we may take 
&=dh+,= (3/2)(1/4hg(h!))(2- l/(h + 1))2h/(h + 1). 1 
We finally make some comments on the question of Erdos and Turan 
mentioned at the beginning of the paper. Recall that it asked: If a sequence 
A = (ak)km, 1 satisfies ak < ck2 for all k and some c> 0, is it true that 
Ti;; R2(n, A) = +co? Clearly it is equivalent to: given A = (ak)pS1 a 
sequence of natural numbers with sup,, R2(n, (ak)km, 1) < +co we have the 
following: given c > 0, there exists n E N for which a, > cn2. A more general 
question one can ask is the following: given A = (ak)pC i (of course as usual 
A is strictly increasing) with sup,, R,(n, A) < +cc do we have that given 
c > 0, there exists n E N for which a, 2 cn . h7 We suspect that the answer to 
this is in the affirmative. At any rate, it follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.7 that for a Bh[g] sequence A = (ak)k, 1, &i(a,/kh) > 0. 
Accordingly given any Bh[g] sequence (a,),., and c>O there exist 
infinitely many n for which a, 2 c(nh/$(n)) for any 4(n) which goes to + co. 
So we have the following: 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let A = (a,,):=, be a B,,[ g] sequence. Then we have that 
(a) KiK(a,/nh) > 0. 
(b) Given c> 0 and any 4(n) which goes to + 00 (as n goes to 
+ a3) a, > c(d/#(n)) for infinitely many n. 
Remark 3.9. A different way of putting (a) (but obviously equivalent) 
is to say that: Given a B,,[ g] sequence A = (a,),“= ,, there exists 
cO( g, h) > 0 such that for 0 <c < c,, there exist infinitely many n such that 
a,, > cnh. An explicit expression for c0 may be given using Theorem 3.4, but 
it is rather messy; so we leave it. 
4. ESTIMATES ON F,,(n, ~)USING A GAP THEOREM ON PRIMES 
In this section we shall get a different set of estimates on Fh(fl, g) in a 
simple fashion using a gap theorem on consecutive primes. We need the 
following fact on gaps between consecutive primes, which follows at once 
from the prime number theorem. It should be pointed out that deeper gap 
theorems, such as those in [lo], do not improve the results below with the 
present proofs. 
THEOREM 4.1. If (p,),“,, is the sequence of primes then p,, + , - p, < 
(1/2)p, for n 2 N, for some N. 
We shall also need the following result of Bose and Chowla (see [2]) 
already mentioned in the Introduction. 
THEOREM 4.2. For 2 < h EN and p any prime Fh( ph) > p. 
The two theorems enable us to prove rather simply that: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 6 > 1, 2 <h EN, 1 < g EN, and n EN. Then, 
Fh(n, g) 6 6(h! gh)‘lh nlih for n 2 n,(g, h, 6). 
(For an explicit value of n,(g, h, 6), se the proof.) 
Proof: Clearly we have (T) 6 hgn where we write m = F,,(n, g) for 
convenience. This is because if A = {n,, . . . . n,) s { 1, . . . . n} with 
card A = Fh(n, g) then to each subset {ni,, . . . . nj,} we can associate the sum 
njl + . . . + njh (which is duplicated at most g times) and nj, + . . . + njh < hn. 
Then we have that 
~(l~~)...(l+)~ [m(m-l)...(m-(h-l))J/h!<hgn. 
641,29,3-7 
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Using the elementary inequality fli, N (1 - qi) 2 1 - xi, N vi for 0 < vi < 1 
for all i,< N and the identity Cr= i i= N(N+ 1)/2 we have that 
(1 - h(h - 1)/2m) mh < h! hgn. It is therefore enough to prove that 
1 - h(h - 1)/2m > l/dh for n > n, for some n,. We show that we may take 
n, 2 max(ph,, (6*h(h - l)/(sh - 1))“) where N is from Theorem 4.1 and 
P II+1 - p, < (1/2)p, for n > N. To see this: We have F,,(ph) 2 p for p a 
prime (Theorem 4.2). So if n > p”, then p G n’lh 6 p’ for some consecutive 
primes p and p’. Also p’ - p < (l/2) p, so that 
So F,(n, g) > F,(n) 3 (l/2) nllh for n >, pk. Now 1 - h(h - 1)/2m 2 l/d” is 
equivalent to m > h(h - 1)/2(1- l/ah) which is true by requiring in 
addition to the above lower bound on n, (l/2) n’lh > h(h - 1)/2(1- l/dh), 
which finishes the proof. 1 
Just as Theorem 3.4 was used to give an estimate for the “generalized 
Bose-Chowla problem,” so is Theorem 4.3. We conclude this section with 
these estimates. The proof is obvious and similar to that of Theorem 3.7 
(though much simpler) and is accordingly left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let 6 > 1, 1 < g E N, and 2 < h E N. Then there is no > 0 
(depending only on g, h, and 6) such that for every n <no there is an 
n,,(n) EN so that for n > no(q) (n, also depends on g, h, and 6) the following 
happens: 
Given n integers 0 <a, c . . . <a, < nnh consider sums of the type 
ai,+ ... +aih where 1 <‘j, < ... < j, < n. Then among these sums there are 
more than g of them which are the same. We may take no = l/ahh! gh. 
Note added in proof: As this paper was going to press, it was noticed by the author that an 
elementary counting argument using some of the same ingredients as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3 (but which is simpler than the proof of Theorem 4.3), and the counting argument 
in Lemma 3.3, easily yields the same bounds on F&r, g) that are obtained in Theorem 4.3. 
However, it is the feeling of the author that the proof techniques in the paper are of some 
interest and may yield better estimates on F,(n, g) than those obtained here. 
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